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Beginning your university journey is tough, but to be told that it’d be riddled with uncertainties in a completely new 
environment is understandably more daunting. I want to not only welcome you but also commend you all for having 
the courage to start on this new adventure despite being aware that it’s going to be different to what you’d hoped for 
and expected.

InIn saying that, the team here at the Sydney University Business Society truly appreciate what it means to have a 
fulfilling student experience. SUBS is the official faculty society of the University of Sydney Business School and it’s our 
aim to ensure that your time as a student is as enriched as it can be. We provide professional events that deepen your 
understanding of your career options and give you the opportunity to network with industry professionals from 
leading global companies. But we’re not all work. From our First Year Camp to our Annual Business Ball, our social 
events are notorious for providing students with unforgettable memories and lasting friendships.

I I strongly advise you all to be smart and proactive with how you choose to enter uni. Although it may seem desirable 
to forego campus classes and opt for the 5-minute prior-to-class wake-up and Zoom login, you’re stopping yourself 
from making the most out of the opportunity presented to you. I can say without a doubt that meeting new people in 
and around the Business School from face-to-face classes, lectures and events has definitely been the highlight of 
university. I’ve made lifelong mates and memories which I’ll hold close into my future.

OneOne last piece of advice is to use this guide and the rest of your time here at 
USYD to try new things, make mistakes, and figure out what you truly enjoy 
doing. I changed my major three times and am still figuring out what I enjoy, but 
every risk I’ve taken has gotten me one step closer to choosing the career best 
suited to me. Don’t listen to the pressure of the people around you who might tell 
you that your only option to succeed is to work as an investment banker or an 
accountant. Figure out what your strengths are, what you enjoy doing, and go 
frfrom there; you’ll thank yourself in the future!

With all that being said – hopefully – I’ll see you on campus. Feel free to pull me 
for a chat if you have any questions about anything. Congratulations on getting 
here, you should be proud.

Welcome to USYD and SUBS!

Firstly, congratulations on making it through 2020 - a year like no other! The journey to University has always been a 
challenging one, but your persistence during a year where a global pandemic has brought disruptions to your learning 
reflects your extraordinary determination. Whether you are studying primarily online or in person, domestically or 
abroad, we hope that you are able to have the best first year university experience possible!

Transitioning into university can be quite a challenge, with many unknowns on the way. From working out how to 
succeed in your first year of studies to finding your way around campus - we have you covered.

TTo help you on your journey, the Publications Team has put together this First Year’s Guide to make that transition to 
Uni smoother. We’ve collated advice from past students who were once in the exact same position as you were. We 
hope that by the end of this guide you are able to feel a little less overwhelmed, feel more prepared to take on first 
year and feel extremely excited to immerse yourself in the best years of your life!

AA big thank you to the Publications Team - Aditya Pillai, Ryan Borges, William 
Lam, Moniq Wever, Arasa Hardie and Charis Chiu for all their hard work and a 
huge thank you to the Design Team - Eric Shen, Eric Bang, Janice Gao and 
Sannadi Tran for their creative insight designing this guide!

We wish you all the best as you begin this exciting new chapter of your life.

X Publications Team
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I’m very pleased to be invited to provide a welcome 
message for the Sydney University Business Students 
First Year Guide. I’m so pleased that SUBS is able to 
provide such a resource for our commencing students, 
so that those of you beginning your transition to 
University can access advice and suggestions for those 
who have recently been in the same position.
  
ItIt feels almost trite to be saying that 2020 was a year like no other, but education at all 
levels – primary, secondary, and tertiary – was significantly disrupted. Last year, the 
Business School had to quickly “pivot” to an online learning environment, which was a 
challenge for our academics and students alike. We’ve learnt a lot from that time, and 
we continue to try to respond as positively as we can to the many challenges that we 
face as a result of COVID-19. Despite these challenges, I know that you have made an 
excellent choice in joining our leading Business School, where we strive to provide you 
with an with an excellent education and student experience that is second to none. 
 
I really encourage all students, whether studying domestically or 
overseas, online or in person or a combination of the two, to take 
advantage of the many opportunities that our Business School offers, 
and particularly to connect and engage with your peers as much as you 
can, both inside and outside of the classroom. One of the best ways to 
do this can be though involvement in Business School student clubs 
and societies, such as SUBS.
  
SomeSome of my fondest memories of my late teenage years 
and early 20s come from my time at University, where I 
met life-long friends with whom I shared wonderful 
educational and social experiences. I wish all of you the 
best of luck for your studies and I hope you will 
thoroughly enjoy the next few years in the Business 
School.
  
Kind regards,
 
Associate Professor Juliette Overland
Associate Dean, Student Life
University of Sydney Business School 
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Firstly, congratulations and welcome to the Business School!

Like Year 12, first year for me was a bit of an odd (virtual) one. Despite this, it was still an incredible new experience which 
had its own charming highlights and lowlights. I hope I will be able to impart to you some small wisdoms that I wish I knew 
before starting uni. And what better way to present this than in an acrostic poem of the two things that characterised my 
first-year experience?!

And in the words of Spotify, that’s my 2020 Wrapped! 
Just another piece of advice - set some tangible goals 
at the beginning of the year to give yourself a clear di-
rection. Marks are, of course, important - however 
there is a wealth of other goals to be achieved and I 
hope that you are able to find what drives and excites 
you.

Best of luck to you on starting your uni journey and 
I’m here if you’d ever like some advice or a friendly 
chat!
 
Cathy x
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The Business School offers a plethora of majors, from Accounting, Banking and Finance to Marketing and Interna-
tional Business. All Bachelor of Commerce students are required to choose one major from the faculty and a second 
major or minor, either from your faculty options or from a shared pool of majors and minors. The Business School Un-
dergraduate Handbook has further details on progression and units. Find more information here: https://www.syd-

ney.edu.au/handbooks/business_school/

We understand that choosing a major may be daunting, so we have compiled a small list of career paths that these 
majors may open doors to. Please note that the list is non-exhaustive, and there are often common career paths 

among different majors.

COMMERCE MAJORS 
&

THEIR CAREER PATHS
A
C
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O
U
N
T
IN
G

B
A
N
K
IN
G
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*Obtained from Seek
**Obtained from Glassdoor
*** Obtained from Zip Recruiter
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Be critical. Question the frameworks 
you are taught and be able to articu-
late not only limitations of frame-
works but also data and measure-
ment limitations.  Actively partici-
pate and ask questions in your tuto-
rials not only to your teacher but 
one another. Organise at least one 
private consultation with the unit co-
ordinator to make sure you really 
have a grasp on what the unit is 
wanting you to focus on.

Gabi Stricker-Phelps 
(Finance and Law)

Kevin Tong 
(Finance and Statistics)

My biggest piece of advice is to try and truly un-
derstand the “why” behind the statistical methods 
taught, and avoid treating the course as a purely 
computational exercise. Contrary to popular opin-
ion, I think that BUSS1020 is easily the most con-
ceptually challenging first-year course. You should 
focus on understanding “when” and “why” certain 
methods are more appropriate in certain situa-
tions, “how” different topics interconnect, and 
avoid overlooking concepts that are seemingly ob-
vious. This approach will adequately prepare you 
for more difficult questions, and the notoriously 
theoretical final exam.
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It’s easy to dismiss BUSS1030 as ‘use-
less’ or ‘boring’ just because it’s “ac-
counting”, but to really succeed in the 
course you should try and understand 
how these essential financial functions 
fit into your understanding of how 
businesses work. Put on your entre
preneurial hat and put yourself in the 
shoes of a business manager who is 
trying to make sure that their business 
succeeds financially. Lastly, BUSS1030 
is known for being the most straight-
forward course, so even if you put in a 
small but consistent amount of effort 
you will see a substantial reward in 
your marks!

Ryan Borges 
(Finance and Statistics)
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youunlimitedanz.com

To see the video of Rebecca’s journey, other inspirational CA stories  
and information on becoming a CA go to youunlimitedanz.com 
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The information in this advertisement is of a general nature only and is not intended to be advice. Chartered Accountants Australia and New Zealand (CA ANZ) does not expect or invite any person to act 
or rely on any statement, view or opinion expressed in this advertisement. 
 © 2020 Chartered Accountants Australia and New Zealand ABN 50 084 642 571. All rights reserved.2000-AUG-20

*Source: CAW, 2020 – Interbrand, Best Global Brands 2019

Don’t just dream of a 
better future, create it.

Become a difference maker. 
Become a Chartered Accountant.

Rebecca Glover is a Chartered Accountant and the Chief Financial Officer of World Vision 
Australia. We sat down with Rebecca to find out how becoming a CA has helped her to 
become a difference maker.

What is a ‘typical’ day for you?
On a typical day, I have a range of conversations and decisions 
I need to make with regards to primarily the financial 
management of the organisation. 

One of the key things that I pay a lot of attention to is 
understanding what it is that our supporters are interested 
in funding. What it is that from a field side they have needs 
in, and understanding how to match those resources that 
are coming from those donors to those needs in the field. 

What do you enjoy most about your role?
What actually brings me a great sense of contentment is the 
idea that I am using my life as best I can, with the skills that I 
have, trying to help others. I feel like, in the role that I do now, 
I am actually using those skills to benefit as many people as 
possible, and in many corners of the globe. There is something 

inherently rewarding about knowing that the decisions you 
make, or the analysis that you’re doing, the report that you’re 
building, whatever that is, is ultimately to serve others.

How do you think becoming a Chartered 
Accountant has helped your career?
I think being a Chartered Accountant has been the key 
stepping stone in my career. I don’t think I would have had 
the opportunity to work at the calibre of organisations that 
I have. I certainly wouldn’t be able to take on this role as 
Chief Financial Officer at World Vision Australia without 
having that particular designation. 

 
Note: Since this interview Rebecca Glover CA has since become 
the Senior Director - Corporate Accounting, Financial Planning, 
Reporting & Analysis at World Vision International.

Chartered Accountants are highly valued for their versatile skill set and creative lateral thinking, that’s why all of the top 100 Global Brands  
employ Chartered Accountants.*

Chartered Accountants have the unique skills, expertise and vision needed to become a trusted partner in business, and help to shape the 
course of companies, organisations and economies around the world. Their diverse and versatile skill-set, integrating technical knowledge with 
professional skills includes interpersonal skills, teamwork, problem solving, critical thinking, leadership and ethical behaviour. These are the 
skills businesses regard as important both now and in the future.
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Whilst the pandemic has provided us with the option to attend our lectures and tutorials from the comfort of our homes, 
online learning has created a new set of unique challenges. If you find yourself lacking motivation or feeling exhausted 
after a long day of Zoom classes and meetings, you’re not alone.
Here are some tips to keep you organised, productive and motivated during this semester:

1. Create a dedicated space for work and study. Working from the bed or couch, which is most likely associated with relaxation 
and leisure, can drastically lower your productivity. 

2. 2. Dress as you would if you were attending class on campus. It might be tempting to stay in your PJs, but this may make it 
difficult for your brain to transition into grind mode.

3. Establish a routine - use the extra time you save from the regular commute to  campus wisely. Create a new routine that 
keeps you motivated throughout the week, such as a quick daily workout or meditation session. 

4.4. Build in breaks – take mini breaks from long Zoom meetings by looking away from your computer completely for a few 
seconds every now and then, instead of staring at the screen continuously. If possible, try to take quick breaks in between 
back-to-back meetings to get up and stretch, grab a coffee, have a quick snack or take a bathroom break.

5. Limit any distractions - stay present in the Zoom meeting and avoid multitasking by minimising other tabs or programs. 
Mute yourself if you’re not talking, ask questions via the chat and use the raising hand feature if you would like to ask or 
answer a question.

6.6. Coordinate with others at home - if you live with more than one person working or studying from home, let them know in 
advance if you have online tutorials during the day in order to avoid disruptions and allow them to plan ahead. 
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Canvas is the university's LMS - you can find all things 
related to your course here, ranging from lecture slides to 
assignment rubrics. Be prepared, you will be spending many 
many hours on this website, so it is important you know how 
to use it! Accordingly, here are our favourite Canvas features 
(all of which can be found on the left-hand side toolbar).
  
Find it on canvas.sydney.edu.au

Lecturers and tutors use announcements to post important 
information such as general feedback, mark release dates and 
consultation times. Be sure to pay close attention to these.

Modules will probably be your most used section - it contains 
lecture slides, links to lecture recordings and any additional 
resources your lecturer may have uploaded. It details each 
week’s content making it easy to revise around finals.
 

The discussion forum allows students to ask tutors and 
lecturers questions about the course. This could range from 
admin issues to questions about a particularly tricky concept. 
Your tutors and peers are there to answer any concerns you 
have. If you are too shy to ask a question yourself, chances 
are another student was also confused and has already asked 
your question. It is good to regularly check the discussion 
forum thforum throughout the semester.
 

This is where assignment specifications will be posted as well 
as the submission link to turn in your assignment. Don’t miss 
these!
 

Here, you can see an overview of your marks in a course and 
their respective weightings.

This is an important document to read when you start a 
subject and to refer to throughout. It summarises all key 
information about a unit of study - due dates, lecture and 
tutorial times, assignment formats, staff contact details etc.

Things change quickly and it's crucial you know what's 
happening in your course. We recommend turning on 
notifications for announcements, grading, due dates, 
discussions and any other features you may find useful. This 
way you will receive a notification on your university email 
whenever something important happens. Although some 
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Starting university is a big milestone, and certainly it is very different from high school. It's no surprise that 
many people go into university with a very different idea of what it’s like compared to how it actually is. You're 
going to hear a lot of garbage from people who think they know everything. That's why we've debunked some 
of the most common myths about coming to university.

SStarting university is a big change, so yes, your social life will 
probably change too. But this is not for the worst – university 
gives you the opportunity to make a tonne of new friends. 
Joining clubs and societies are some of the best ways to meet 
new people – be it soccer, chocolate or video games, there is a 
society for like-minded people such as yourself.

YYour lectures and tutorials are also perfect ways to make friends 
through group projects and study groups. Even in an online 
format, Zoom can be your best friend to help friendships 
blossom.

Don'tDon't worry, imposter syndrome is very common among high 
achieving people. Imposter syndrome is a psychological pattern 
where individuals doubt their own skills, with a persistent fear of 
being exposed as a 'fraud'. Sound familiar? If it does, then don’t 
panic. You may feel like the odd one out now, but chances are 
most people are feeling the exact same way.

YYes, whilst lectures aren't compulsory, don't let anyone tell you 
they aren't important. We'll give you this advice for free – go to 
your lectures! Consistent study is the best way to succeed in a 
course. Anyway, 12 weeks of lectures is a daunting task even for 
the most ambitious stuvac studier. Save yourself the hassle and 
go to your lectures each week.

Don'tDon't feel pressured to join LinkedIn just because others have. 
LinkedIn has its time and place and it is certainly not necessary in 
first year. If you do make the choice to join LinkedIn, please do 
not compare yourself to others. It may be daunting seeing 
decked-out LinkedIn profiles, but just know that it is far more 
important to focus on yourself and what you can achieve.

PleasePlease don't limit yourself and your marks by scraping by with 
the bare minimum. Firms definitely care about what marks you 
get and it is important you are applying yourself from Day 1. At 
the end of the day, make sure you know you are working and 
achieving to the top of your potential.

"It is impossible to 
make new friends, 
especially if things
 are online"

"Everyone 
is super smart 

and you should give and you should give 
up now"

"Don't worry 
about lectures, it's 
all good to skip them 
because they aren’t 
compulsory anyway"

"You're not on "You're not on 
LinkedIn?? You're 
never going to get 
employed!"

 "P's (passes) get 
degrees"
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Transitioning into university can be both an incredibly exciting and daunting time, 
so your mental health is definitely top priority as you navigate this new beginning. 
This is particularly difficult with online learning which can feel lonely and isolating.

The overarching idea that really encapsulates all these tips is balance. Although 
this may sound cliché and overused, it is so important to have some wind-down 
time outside of your studies. 

 1. Keep in touch with your support network. 

HitHit up your old friends and try your best to make new ones in lectures and tutes, 
especially at SUBS events such as First Year Camp and even at PASS sessions. 

 2. Set SMART goals. 

It can be tempting to want to do as much as possible to get the most out of your 
first year experience. However, there really only are 24 hours in a day and you are 
only human - so take it easy. Make sure your goals are: specific, measurable 
(quantifiable), attainable, relevant and time-based (within a set time frame).

  

 3. Maintain extracurriculars, whether it be hobbies or sports, 

socially-distanced if need be. Especially with online learning, step away from the 
study table regularly (every couple hours or so), and even entirely for some days so 
that your mind and eyes also get a break. 

 

 4. Ensure your physical health is in shape as well. 

PPhysical and mental health often go hand-in-hand, so make sure you are getting a 
good amount of sleep (6-8 hours), eating regular, healthy meals and exercising.

 
 5. Reward yourself. 

UniUniversity is hard, studying is hard - so when you have achieved some small or 
large goals of your own, make sure to reward yourself. Whether it be the rest of the 
day off from study, or a Maccas run, this will also keep you motivated if you 
continue to set more goals. 

 6. Reach out for help when you need it. 

WhetherWhether it be family or close friends, know that people are willing to listen and help 
when times may become overwhelming. The University also offers mental health 
support with 24/7 student access: call through to 1300 474 065 (accessible within 
Australia), or text 0488 884 429 for the SMS chat option. There are also 
community resources such as Lifeline (13 11 14), Beyond Blue and Headspace 
available for your mental wellbeing. 
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University administration can be a long, tedious 
process that most people don't really understand. 
You can try find most of this information on the 
Current Student website: 
https://www.sydney.edu.au/students/

IfIf you encounter any issues or have specific questions that need answers, the 
Student Centre contact page will help you out as soon as they can. Follow the 
instructions to submit an enquiry here:
https://www.sydney.edu.au/students/student-contacts-enquiries.html

RRegardless, many students still find Sydney Student and the admin procedure a bit of 
a maze, whether it be how to enrol, change a subject or apply for special 
considerations. Never fear, because we have answered some of the most asked 
questions from students about university admin!

Special Considerations
WWe can't predict the future, and sometimes unexpected events can interfere with our studies. If you are 
unable to finish an assignment or complete an exam due to illness, injury or misadventure it is 
important you apply for special considerations.

This can be done here:
https://www.sydney.edu.au/students/special-consideration.html

MaMake sure you are applying for special considerations no more than 3 days after your assessment and 
provide as much detail and documentation as you can. If you are applying for medical reasons, the 
University requires a particular "Professional Practitioners’ Certificate” which can be found here: 
https://www.sydney.edu.au/dam/students/documents/professional-practitioner-certificate.pdf

Time zone Issues
What happens if you are overseas and have an exam at 3am? Due to COVID-19, this issue is becoming 
more and more common for those studying remotely.

IfIf this is the case, you are able to apply for special arrangements. To be eligible, you need to be living 
in a different time zone to Sydney and have a final exam or assessment scheduled to start between 
10.00pm and 6.59am in your time zone.

Learn more on how to do so here:
https://www.sydney.edu.au/students/special-consideration.html#time-zone

This application must be completed within 14 days of receiving an exam timetable or being notified of 
an assessment deadline. 

  Discontinuing a Unit of Study
Some subjects don't turn out like you expect and at some stage you may find yourself no longer 
wanting to continue a unit of study. If this happens, try and drop your subject before census date such 
that no academic or financial penalties will apply. Dropping from a Unit of Study can be done through 
the Sydney Student portal, by going to “Units of Study” under the “My Studies” tab.

However, if you choose to drop a unit of study after census date, things work differently

  •  If you drop before the DC (Discontinuation - Not to Count as Fail) deadline, you 
will receive a grade of Discontinued not to count as failure (DC) – this will not count 
as a fail and will not affect your average mark (WAM). However, you will be liable 
for tuition fees.

 •  If you drop after the DC deadline and before the DF deadline, you will receive 
a grade of Discontinue fail (DF) – this will count as a fail on your record but it 
will not affect your WAM and you will be financially liable.

  • If you do not discontinue by the DF deadline you cannot drop the course 
and will receive a grade for the unit.

For more information, including the deadlines for  discontinuing a unit, 
see: https://www.sydney.edu.au/students/discontinue-unit-of-study.html
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The first event on the SUBS calendar, First Year Camp is an 
unforgettable weekend getaway of meeting new people, partying 
into the night, and not getting much sleep! It is by far one of the best 
ways to transition into uni life and meet countless fellow first years 
studying Commerce courses.

WWith no parents, a packed schedule of day activities, and two themed 
nights featuring DJs and photography, this is an experience you do 
not want to miss. We can guarantee that you will return with new 
friendships, and at the very least, a few more people you know from 
your lectures and tutorials.

TThe SUBS team works very hard to ensure that the camp is a fun and 
safe experience for all involved and that there are activities for 
everyone. For almost everyone at SUBS, the First Year Camp was one 
of the highlights of their USYD experience. Tickets sell very quickly, 
so don’t hesitate to sign up yourself and some friends for a weekend 
to remember. It will be an experience you’ll be talking and reminiscing 
about long after the camp is over!

So you’ve made some new friends in Semester 1, survived 
exams and now relaxed your way through the semester break 
with Netflix. Now, there’s no better way to catch up with all 
your friends than with the Back to Sem Party!

Hosted at the beginning of Semester 2, SUBS Back to Sem 
Party is no regular party. Held at one of the hottest venues in 
SSydney, this party isn’t one you want to miss. To celebrate a 
few more months of uni fun until the summer break, bring along 
your friends and prepare to dance into the night. With past 
Back to Sem Parties featuring a collaboration with UNSW’s 
BSOC, we can safely promise you that this will be an epic 
night on the dancefloor.

Tickets sell out quickly so keep your eyes peeled to score an 
early biearly bird discount!
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A memorable, glamorous and magical night, the annual SUBS 
Ball never fails to deliver. Providing you the opportunity to 
dress up, sink into a lavish three-course meal and dance the 
night away with friends to celebrate the end of another year at 
university, SUBS Ball is a truly unforgettable experience.

WWith past themes including the ‘Lost City of Gold’, ‘Narnia’ and 
‘Neverland’, you can expect to be transported to another 
realm with stunning decorations and a fairy-tale atmosphere. 

There are a range of attractions, from alpacas, to ice 
sculptures and fortune tellers! The SUBS team works to ensure 
that this night is one to remember while you sip on your glass 
of bubbly and toast to another year of memories. All of this is 
captucaptured on professional photography to ensure those 
memories stay with you long after the last dance.

One of the most highly anticipated events on the SUBS 
calendar, this is an experience not to be missed. Tickets have 
literally sold out in a few minutes in recent years, so be sure to 

get in early for an enchanted evening!

Thinking of burning off some COVID calories while making 
new friends at uni? SUBS Sport is the perfect weekly event for 
you! The community here is filled with passion and pride, while 
remaining competitive enough to make sure we regularly 

outplay the other faculties on campus.
Open Open to everyone who is part of SUBS, this offers an excellent 
opportunity to display your skills on the field while socialising 
with like-minded students. SUBS Sport offers something 
outside the classroom, ranging from dodgeball, futsal, tennis 
and basketball – there is something for everyone! Additionally, 
the Interfaculty Run is a highly anticipated event every year 

involving a 5km run around campus.
In 2In 2020, SUBS took to weekly Zoom sessions to keep the 
sport spirit alive, showing the dedication and strong sense of 
community at SUBS Sport! Come embrace your athletic side, 
as a player or spectator, each Wednesday to have an awesome 

opportunity to be part of SUBS!
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Carslaw Kitchen (outside Carslaw Building) - another go-to 

spot for quick eats

Ralph’s Cafe (Sydney University Sports & Fitness) - classic 

cafe sandwiches and meals 

Royal Hotel (370 Abercrombie Street) - this place is not 

exactly on campus but close enough and worth it, serving 

tasty meals including classic schnitzels 

Courtyard Restaurant & Bar (Science Road) - super chill spot 

with a diverse range of food equally as nice as its 

atmosphere, relaxing and open space for good chats and 

Abercrombie Terrace Cafe (near the main entrance of ABS) - 

some Asian cuisine and convenient coffee all in one for the 

Business School students

Eating on campus may just create some defining moments of your 

first-year experience, so make the most out of your on-campus days 

by visiting some of these places:

1

2

3

4

5

Wentworth Food Court (Wentworth Building) - Unibros is an 

absolute must for affordable HSPs and pide cravings, while 

Parma Cucina and Bar might satisfy your sweet cravings.

Where to Eat

6
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sydney Sights
Whenever you have time to step away from campus, head up into Sydney CBD and further 

for more iconic tourist attractions, as well as some relaxing and aesthetic atmospheres. 

These are perhaps 

Sydney’s most iconic 

and defining tourist 

attractions, easily 

accessed by trains and 

ferry from Circular 

Quay. The Bridgeclimb 

is also an incis also an incredible 

experience with 

spectacular views of 

Sydney Harbour, but 

definitely isn’t for the 

fainthearted!

Stroll through Pitt 

Street Mall then make 

your way up Sydney’s 

tallest structure for 

sweeping views of the 

city and an 

unforgettable 

experienexperience. 

Experience some of 

Sydney’s multicultural 

dimensions, located 

near Central station 

where you can browse 

through many 

restaurants and 

PaddyPaddy’s markets 

Fit for all ages, Luna 

Park is the ultimate 

amusement park 

destination for both 

great views and 

adrenaline-induced 

fun. From raging 

rollerollercoasters to the 

calm ferris wheel, it is 

certainly worthy of a 

day-trip out with 

friends and/or family. 

Live out Bondi Rescue 

in real time by visiting 

Sydney’s most 

beautiful and rightfully 

famous beach to enjoy 

the warm summer sun 

and blue waves in true 

AuAussie fashion. 

A classic trip to be 

submerged with the 

fishes, then to be 

swarmed by celebrities 

(regardless of whether 

they are real or not it’s 

the flex that counts). 

Also with fantastic 

views of Sydney CBD 

from Mosman, explore 

some wildlife at 

Taronga Zoo, where 

you can also give the 

Wild Ropes course a 

gogo.

Located behind the 

Sydney Opera House, 

this natural reserve is a 

quiet escape from the 

city and too provides a 

waterfront view. 

Sydney Opera House 

& Harbour Bridge
Sydney Tower Eye Chinatown Luna Park

Bondi Beach Royal Botanic

 Gardens
SEALIFE &

Madame Tussauds
Taronga Zoo
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PASS has been an incredibly helpful resource the Business School 
has provided and I am happy I had the opportunity to be a part of 
the program. I have been able to meet amazing people in my first 
year of university whilst enjoying my time reinforcing new 
concepts learnt from my lectures and tutorials. The PASS program 
is definitely a program I recommend all students from the Business 
School to be a part of - the PASS facilitators have equipped me 
withwith helpful study techniques and the ability to apply my 
knowledge to a range of problem questions, which has led to 
substantial improvements in my academic performance.

Signing up for PASS has enabled me to develop a greater 
understanding of new concepts that I had not previously 
encountered in high school. It helped me build a stronger 
foundation of knowledge by allowing me to study and collaborate 
with high achieving peers who were willing to pass on their tips 
and tricks. The friendly and welcoming environment of the weekly 
sessions also helped to keep me on top of the content with active 
engagementengagement through small study groups and worksheets 
dedicated to help students understand the content as best as 
possible. The tutors were very open to answering questions and 
willing to assist, and have been a big part of my knowledge and 
understanding in university studies thus far. 

PASSPASS
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Welcome to a new year, a fresh start to the challenges we all faced in 2020 and a new life chapter as your time at 
the University of Sydney Business School kicks off. All indicators for this year point to a recovery but don’t expect 
a return to how things were before. Our world has changed, our economies have changed, how we live and work 
has changed. Which means interesting and exciting opportunities for you. You have a bright future ahead.

Our Our corporate partners are excited to recruit the generation that has lived through the COVID-19-era. They want 
your resilience, your creative problem solving, your comfortability with change on their teams. They see more 
unplanned problems to solve in the future and you’ll be the leaders and managers steering us through them.

TThose who will reap most reward from the unprecedented upheaval of 2020 will be those scanning business and 
consumer markets for trends. No matter how much you had your heart set on a certain pathway, where has 
demand turned now? What has been done away with, what is still furloughed and what has rapidly increased? 
Acceptance of our reality and agile pivots towards those is the key to setting yourself up for a long and 
challenging career ahead.  

MaMake no mistake – your time here in the Business School and as an active member in SUBS can go a long way to 
answering the questions above. Be open and curious to those around you: the people you meet in class, your 
teachers, your corporate connections, your learning material. There are stories everywhere that point to what’s on 
offer. Sometimes people share their experience to give you clues and inspiration on what’s worked for them, other 
times it’s up to you to critically analyse your options after exploring a lot of information. In a club like SUBS, you 
have a group of peers around you who want to see you succeed and will do whatever they can to support you.

IIt’s always down to you to chase opportunities, say yes and stretch yourself out of your comfort zone.
Go to that SUBS event, say hi to that person next to you. Shout them that coffee.
Call the business person you met last week, ask for the internship. Apply for that job.
Explore Job Smart, our Work-Integrated Learning Programs, be a mentor.
Have a go at Genesis, volunteer, attend the university careers event.
Get off the socials and read that industry news source.

You are here at the Business School to change. It’s your time to grow in skills, mindsets, knowledge, ambition.

Who is the person Who is the person you want to be when you graduate?

Your Business School CEO team is here to help you get to where you want to be when you graduate. It’s never too 
early to start that conversation with us about your career and goals.

Find us on your Canvas Dashboard Careers and Employability Office (sydney.edu.au) to book in to talk to us, 
register for our events and digital resources.

Very best wishes for a great year, better than last year, and a wonderful university journey.

Lucinda Crossley Meates.
Careers Service Manager

Business School CEO Team
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Could the skills you 
learn here unlock 
doors anywhere?
The exceptional EY experience.
It’s yours to build.

ey.com/au/careers
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Case Competitions
CaseCase competitions are a great way to gain industry experience and challenge yourself amongst 
some of the best and brightest of your peers. Case competitions allow students to apply 
knowledge from the classroom in a collaborative setting to solve complex business issues. 
Working with peers, these competitions will enhance your teamwork, presentation and critical 
thinking skills - all highly sought after by employers. In the process, you will have the opportunity 
to network and introduce yourself to those in industry whilst gaining a deeper understanding of 
real business issues.

SUBSSUBS and affiliated societies host a number of case competitions throughout the year - a great 
way to apply business knowledge to solve real world issues. In 2020, SUBS hosted case 
competitions with sponsors such as technology giant, Google. These competitions are not 
discipline specific and are open to all students regardless of experience.

To stay up to date with all events, follow our SUBS Facebook page for application dates and 
deadlines for upcoming competitions!
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